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Evie

Alexander

Bio
Evie Alexander is the author of sexy romantic
comedies with a very British sense of
humour. She takes a method approach to her
work, believing her capacity to repeatedly fail
at life and love is what has given her such a
rich supply of material for her writing.
Her interests include reading, eating, saving
the world, and fantasising about people who
only exist between the pages of her books.
She lives in the West country with her family.
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Highland Games
Welcome to the hottest winter Scotland’s ever seen…

Zoe’s always played it safe, just as her parents wanted. But when her great-uncle dies and leaves her
a ramshackle cabin in the Scottish Highlands, she decides it’s time to change her life.
Upping sticks seems like a good idea in her cosy flat in London, but the reality is very different.
There’s no electricity or running water, the roof leaks and there’s no front door. If that wasn’t bad
enough, she’s moved up in the depths of winter and her scorching hot neighbour wants her out.
Rory’s got a fifty thousand tonne problem. If he can’t make Kinloch castle profitable, he’s out of a job.
He needs a clear head, but there’s someone living in the cabin he saw as his own and she’s turned
his world upside down.
Rory needs Zoe out of Scotland, and out of his life. The trouble is, she has no intention of leaving.
Let the games begin…

Title: Highland Games
Series: Book one - Kinloch Series
Author: Evie Alexander
Publication date: 15 October 2021
Available at: Amazon.co.uk
ISBN eBook 978-1-914473-00-5
ISBN Print 978-1-914473-01-2
Page count: 310
Genre/subgenre: Contemporary
Romance/Romantic Comedy
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‘A hilariously funny and sizzlingly sexy
romp in the Scottish Highlands. This
book had me crying with laughter and
begging for more…’
Margaret Amatt, author of The Scottish
Island Escapes series

‘A fantastic, funny and
oh so sexy
story, full of
Highland mischief
and romance!’
Julia Jarrett, author
of the
Dogwood
Cove series

‘This book is bloody brilliant. It’s
snortingly funny, honest, page
turning and downright fabulous. As
soon as the book starts you know you
are in a safe pair of hands. The writing
is tender and intelligent and then
moves quickly to engaging and
provoking. I was hooked.
Highland Games has smoking sex
scenes, and I mean the pages were on
fire, but they are also fun. Evie
Alexander writes sex like it’s fun and
joyous and bouncy. Imagine two
otters having the time of their lives in
a bowl of trifle. If this isn’t the best
rom com of the year then I don’t know
what is.’
Liz Hurley, author of The Hiverton Sisters
series

‘Is there a reason you're
just discovering Evie
Alexander? Where have
you been?! Evie's
writing crackles
and pops with the
most delightful
characters and wit.
And don't get me
started on the
steam!
I can NOT wait
until the next book.’
Kelly Kay, author of The
Five Families Vineyard
series

Fun Facts About Evie
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Evie was named after a dog .
She always said ‘over my dead body will I ever get a dog’, and I has
just got two puppies...
She speaks basic Indonesian and has taught her daughter how to
sing ‘head, shoulders, knees and toes’ in the language.
Smell is extremely important to Evie Her favourite smells are
chocolate, vanilla, roses, and the head of a newborn baby.
Evie describes herself as a morning person (mainly because she
never sleeps).
Evie was a Cadbury’s Dairy Milk lover but graduated to Organic,
Artisanal Dark Chocolate, shipped to the UK by sailboat.
Even though Evie invented Rory in Highland Games, she has tried to
find his real life counterpart online...

Promotional Material
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Branding

Banners

Social media
Quotes &
Memes

Extra Files

Excerpts
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Excerpts

Prologue and Chapter One
Excerpt - Cows Come a Calling
Excerpt - She Needed his Wood

Coming Spring 2022
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Brace yourself, Scotland.
Hollywood’s coming…
Rory’s found the love of his life but can he be
sure Zoe feels the same? What can he offer
her when his job’s on the line, and his
mother’s out to destroy her? When Hollywood
superstar, Brad Bauer, shows up wanting to
film Braveheart 2 at Kinloch castle, it seems
like the answer to all his prayers. However,
there’s a catch.
Zoe’s had a crush on Brad since she was a
teen. Now he’s here, hotter than ever, and
convinced he was married to her in a past life.
As Hollywood descends on the tiny village of
Kinloch, it’s not just the castle that’s under
siege.
A mystical holy man, a sexy starlet, an
intense megastar and a couple pushed to the
edge. Can Rory navigate the glitter storm and
keep his eye on the prize, or by saving the
estate, is he about to lose the best thing that’s
ever happened to him?

Coming Summer 2022
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She might have made it to
Hollywood, but he’s about to
show her what she’s missed…
Charlie’s lost his job, been dumped by his
girlfriend, and become estranged from his
family. Directionless and lonely, he flies to
Scotland to help his best friend protect
Kinloch castle from a crazy Hollywood film
crew. However, falling for one of the world’s
most famous actresses wasn’t in the
contract.
Chasing her Hollywood dream, Valentina’s
never truly lived. Her life should be perfect,
but her career is based on secrets and lies.
Now in Scotland to film Braveheart 2, she’s
stuck on set with a seriously hot bodyguard
who wants to show her what she’s been
missing out on in life.
Charlie brings Valentina into a world of
skinny dipping, laughter and blinding
passion. But when disaster bursts their
bubble, can they let go of the past and find a
future together? Or is their time in Scotland
only a Highland fling?

Coming Autumn 2022
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Can music bring them together?
Or will life tear them apart?
Actress Sam is on the brink of the bigtime. All
she needs is one lucky break. With no time for
love unless it advances her career, she drops
everything for the chance to meet Hollywood’s
biggest star. But she blows it at their first
meeting when she blurts out a lie.
Electrician Jamie is a shy local guy who
happens to have the voice of an angel and the
body of a god. With Sam’s lie, he’s thrown into
the limelight and is not impressed, but Sam
persuades him to write an album – in just one
week. As their songs come together, so do they.
When their music’s an unexpected success they
get invited to Hollywood. But this wasn’t Jamie’s
plan; he won’t be a means to an end. Can Sam
get her dream back on track, or has she had her
eye on the wrong prize all along?

